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This game was recommended by my freinds, and I have to say it is a beautiful game. The graphics in this game is well done.
Characters and monsters are well designed. Some of the skills animations are fantastically done. I really like them! I can see that
the game develper really put lots of efforts into this game to show perfection. The storyline is well scripted so far, really got me
into it. Overall, awsome game. Havent really seen that many games share the same level of art as this one! Shall post another
review after i finish the game.. I was a tester for the early version of the game and it was amazingly fun. While developed in
RPG Maker, it doesn't feel like one. The story is unique and fun to play. This game deserves more people to play it. Everything
in the game is 100% unique, you will not see a single asset from the normal RPG Maker RTP.. I'm not much for writing reviews
regardless of how much I enjoy a game; however, it's a travesty that this game has no reviews at all. Besides the three playable
characters, you get a monster tome that allows you multiple choices for your 4th character (creature in this case). I spent a lot of
time grinding so that I could get and use all the choices, but I would say that I still got a good 20 hours with one playthrough.
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There are a lot of secrets, multiple endings, custom animations, and a interesting and dark story. Games like these have become
rather niche, but if you do enjoy these games this one is definitely a good choice.. Darkblood Chronicles is an intelligent and
often thought-provoking RPG with a decent cast, a good story, and an interesting setting. It reminds me in a positive way of 80s
Dark Fantasies like Labyrinth and The NeverEnding Story, and it adeptly serves as an enjoyable homage to many RPGs of
earlier gaming eras, without seeming derivative, which is a difficult line to walk. If you like some substance to your games and
prefer that they offer food for thought, then Darkblood Chronicles is a solid purchase.. Darkblood Chronicles is a awesome
blend of stunning retro graphics and clever storytelling. This game is not only beautiful it offers amazing gameplay with a cool
battle system.. I went in expecting "Cheap indie game", and while it certainly appears that way, the game was fun. The
spritework is solid, the music is good, and the gameplay is quite good. It's packed with secrets to find, which I didn't find all of
them. The puzzles are pretty hard at points, but (all but one) were solveable with all the resources immediatly available. It took
about 15 hours for me to see all 3 endings, which is good for the dollars to time amount. Make sure to save frequently! There
are no autosaves.
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